The Basis of Future Operations
In addition, eminent military writers described the war situation from a comprehensive point, of view.
It was the duty of the Chief Censorship Bureau in the War Press Offi,ce to secure uniform supervision of the military press in Germany, and obedience to the censorship regulations laid down by G.H.Q. With the same object it kept in touch with the Press departments in the occupied districts, and from time to time took similar steps in co-operation with the military Press censorships of our Allies.
The censorship regulations issued by G.H.Q. extended to everything which might hinder the effective prosecution of the war, They did not go beyond that.   The Chief Censorship Bureau also transmitted to the military authorities at home the general instructions laid down by the Imperial authorities.   This led to serious misunderstandings and to impossible attitudes.   It happened more than once that the G.O.C.'s at home issued as instructions from G.H.Q. censorship regulations which were merely passed to them in the ordinary way by the Chief Censorship Bureau, thus naturally creating feeling against us.   The conduct of Press supervision was no part of the duty of the Chief Censorship Bureau.   It was in the hands of the G.O.C.'s.   The Bureau gave advice to the supreme military authority  (the Minister for War) when asked to do so, and kept him informed of any events which they thought required his attention.   G.H.Q. was thus not in a position to take direct action against any newspaper, but could merely draw the attention of the Government, more especially the War Ministry, or in urgent cases the G.O.C.'s of the Corps Districts, when we thought that the attitude of any particular paper was injurious to the prosecution of the war. There \vas, legally speaking, no political censorship.   This was a mistake, and the cause of much mischief.   The Government itself often directed the Chief Censorship Bureau to issue some particular regulation.   When I looked closer into these proceedings, I protested against any such use of the military censorship and put a stop to it.
The subordination of the Chief Censorship Bureau to G.H.Q. was not a happy arrangement.   The conditions prevailing at the
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